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Allison Elected To Lead 1952 Senior Class
Eskew To Head Senior Night Is Observed;
Junior Class; Some Property Damaged
Waters Is Sophomore President

Chaplin

Shown here are the class presidents for 1951-52 who were elected last Monday. They are (left
to right) Thomas Eskew, junior president; Phil Waters, sophomore president; and Jack Allison, senior
president.

New Senior Platoon Members Named;
To Drill At Mother's Day Parade Here

REV. D. M. CURRIE

Presbyterians To
Hear Rev. Currie
The Rev. David M. Currie, director of student work for the
Presbyterian Church, will be a
visitor/ on the Clemson campus
•this week-end. He will arrive
Saturday.
Rev. Currie is a graduate of
the University of Texas and Austin Theological Seminary, Austin,
Texas. Prior to accepting his
present position, the Rev. Mr.
Currie was pastor of the Westminster Presbyterian
Church,
Austin, Texas.
Mr.. Currie will .preach at the
Fort Hill Presbyterian Church this
Sunday morning.

Forty-five Clemson cadets have
been selected for the Senior Platoon, crack drill outfit here, for
next year, according to Milton R.
Sweatman, leader of the platoon.
The new group was selected on
a competitive drill basis over a
two week period of eliminations.
They have just completed a ten
day initiation period.
The organization drills at football games, and has performed
in Charleston, Baltimore, New
York, Mobile, and other cities.
Their last performance of the year
will be May 13 during Mother's
Day festivities.
The new platoon consists of
James Allen, J. K. Alexander, C.
W. Atkinson, H. H. Attaway, W.
E. Baldwin, G. E. Bell, R. R. Bell,
O. D. Brock and D. H. Burley.
Also, P. N. Cason, S. L. Cline, R.
H. Cudd, B. C. Danner, L. H. Doar,
M. L. Fleming, D. K. Fricke. B.
M. Graham, C. J. Gray, E. B.
Hare, C. R. Hinton, H. S. Harris,
Jr., C. O. Holladay, K. L. Huggins,
Q. A. Jowers, R. L. Keasler, D.
C. Klinck, and J. E. Lunn.
Also. R. K. McCrary, E. T. McGee, R. E. McKinnell, S. J. McKinney, P. N. Moore, H. I. Register. J. W. Rogers, J. G. Rothell,
R. R. Russelk R. L. Shores, J. B.
Smith, W A. Stanaland, L. M.
Stephens, W. A. Stilley,, M. R.
Waltz, G J. Wilds, J. D. Wolfe,
and W. T. Worth.'

Tau Beta P Does
Good Deed; Lights
WayToRiggsHall

The Clemson chapter of Tau
Beta Pi, national honorary engineering fraternity, is constructing a light to be located in the
vicinity of Riggs Hall. It is said
that the material for this project
is being supplied by the college,
Craig Turner, graduate of 1948, but the members of the fraternity
has been voted into the Savage are installing the lamp.
Club of Ithaca, N. Y., the only
college in the world to have a
charter from the old club in Lon- MDM Elects Officers
don, England.
At present Turner is working At Recent Meeting
on his Ph. D. in Entymology. He
Officers of the M. D. M. Club
is also a member of the Civic
Opera Group of Ithaca, and last weer elected for the coming year
year sang the leading tenor role at a meeting held on April 23. The
in "The Secret Marriage" by Do- new president will be James L.
Allen of Clio. Other new officers
menico Cimarosa.
are Lee Crosland of Bennettsville,
vice-president; E. A. McCormac
Bell To Lead Platoon „ of
Dillon, secretary; Edwin Campbell of Dillon, treasurer; and D
In Mother's Day Drill K. Page of Mullins, publicity
chairman. Professor. J. R. SaJley
The Freshman .Platoon, a drill
was re-elected faculty adviser of
organization composed only of the group.
freshman cadets at Clemson, reThe M. D. M. Club is composed
cently chose 50 members. The of students from Marion. Dillon,
group was selected on a competi- and Marlboro counties. This year
tive drill basis by members of the club has sponsored two
Scabbard and Blade, national dances: one during Christmas holhonorary military fraternity.
idays in Marion, and the second
Cadet Master Sergeant Ray Bell at Bennettsville during Easter
of Pelzer is leader of this year's holidays.
platoon.
Plans are underway for a club
The group will perform at the social to be held after Spring InClemson Mother's Day parade spection. The date and place will
May 13.
be announced later.

Turner Elected

To Cornell Club

Winthrop Singers
Will Appear At 'Y'

Jack Allison, vocational agricultural education junior
from Pauline, was elected president of the rising senior class
by sudent body vote on Monday, April 23. Vice-president
of the senior class is Peter Cook, textile chemistry major of
Spartanburg; Bill Denson, mechanical engineeging major
of Orlando, Florida, is the secretary; and Chris Turner,
electrical engineering major of Marion is treasurer.
—
Junior class president is Thorn- : ■
as Eskew, arts and sciences major
of Anderson. J. L. Godwin, vocational agricultural education
major of Summerton, was elected
Vice-president. Secretary of the
junior class will be Bryant I. Miller, textile engineering major of
I Honea Path; and' R. S. Froelich,
horticulture major of Allendale, is
I the treasurer.
Phil Waters, of Saluda, was
elected president of next year's
| sophomore class. Vice-president
is Steve Griffith of Newberry,
Sammy Player of Columbia is the
secretary, and J. F. Reid of Cheraw is the treasurer.
DR. B. B. HARRIS
Student government representatives are as follows: For the
senior class: Glenn Smith, Bill
Monroe, and Charlie McCombs.
Junior class: W. D. Anderson, Don
Wade, and W. E. Shuford. Sophomore class: H. N. Padget, Lamar
Neville, and John Spear.
Appreciation is ■ expressed by
Maxie Burch, president of the student body, to those students who
Dr. B. B. Harris, graduate of
aided with the casting and countClemson College and a native of
ing of ballots.
South Carolina, has been elected
president (of the Association of

."> musical -program will be-ure-'
sented at the YMCA on Saturday
night. April 28, at 8:30 p. m. by
the Winthrop College Double
Sextette. The Winthrop group
will also present a program at
both vespers programs on Sunday,
April 29.
Members of the double-sextet
include: .Betty Derrick of Johnston, Jane Elledge of Ware Shoals,
Lillie Mae Gibbons of New Zion,
Virginia James of Woodruff, Lorine Lane of Marion, Nancy
Mackie of Granite Falls, Lovely
Jo S^^of Cowpens, Ada Reid of
Orang^^g^atherine Smoak of
BranchvilleTClara Steele of Rock
Hill, Jo Ann Watson of Durham,
N. C , Patricia Watson of Lamar,
and Margaret Williamson of Darlington. Faculty directors are
Misses Lois Devereau, Ruth Stephenson, and Kathryn Pfohl.

SecondBIood Drive
lo Be Here May
The Bloodmobile of the Asheville, N. C, American Red Cross
Regional Blood Center will make
a second visit to the Clemson
Campus on May 3 and 4, according
to Dr. W. T. Ferrier, chairman
of the local Red Cross branch.
The unit, which broke both
the record for single-day and twoday collection on the first visit
here will again be stationed in
the Clemson Methodist Church. A
total of 534 pints were collected
on the previous drive.
Dr. Ferrier stated today that
any person other than members
of the cadet corps who desire to
donate blood at the next collection may drop a post card to the
Red Cross at Clemson stating their
name, address, and the hour
which they can report.
The ROTC volunteers will again
be under the direction of Col.
Forrest E. Cookson, commandant
of cadets.

Noted Food Authority
Visits Here April 13
Professor E. H. Wiegand, noted
food technologist from Oregon,
was a guest of Professor* L. O.
Van Blaricom of Clemson on
April 13. Professor Wiegand is
head of the food technology department at Oregon State College
where a new food technology
building is being constructed at
a cost of one million dollars.
The well - known technologist
helped develop the large scale
canning and freezing industry on
the west coast, and is now touring
the country and visiting many of
his former students including Professor Van Blaricom who has
been in charge of the horticultural
products laboratory at Clemson
since 1941.

Clemson Alumnus Is
Elected Association

M.D. MuM Named :-Te\n:-'
Dr. Harris
Cadet Of Week

is the present dean
of administration at North Texas
State College in Denton, Texas.
He is a former vice-president of
the Texas college group and is a
member of the committee on
j standards and accreditation for
the 44 junior and 37 senior col| lege members of the association.

Lutherans Banque
h®mi Conference
On Thursday, April 19, the Lutheran Student Association was
entertained with a banquet in the
recreation hall of the Lutheran
chapel. The main speakers were
Rev.. Donald Deiges, executive
secretary of the Student Service
Division of the N. L. C, and the
Rev. Oswald Elbert, eastern regional secretary, Division of Student Service.
On the week-end of April 20Cadet Marshall D. Mull, Horti- 22 the Regional Lutheran Conferculture senior of Anderson was ence was held at Camp New Hope
named the cadet of the week by near Chapel Hilll, North Carolina.
Colonel Forrest E. Cookson, commandant. Cadet Mull is a married navy veteran and commutes
from Anderson each day.
According to Colonel Cookson,
Cadet Mull was honored "for his
conscientious attention to all scholastic responsibilities
and his . Joseph Gilbert Hardee, Clemson
noteworthy achievement in mili- graduate of June 1948, was retary science.''
cently awarded the Fulbright
Award. Upon receiving his B.S.
degree in agricultural economics,
Phi Psi Plans Banquet; Hardee atended the University of
Kentucky, where he was awarded
an M.S. degree in rural sociology.
Elects New Officers
At present, Mr. Hardee is in
Phi Psi fraternity .national hon- Melbourne, Australia, studying
orary textile organization, will .the adult education program in
hold its annual banquet at the Jthat country. This is in conjuncOttaray Hotel in Greenville on tion with his work towards' a
Friday, April 27, at 8 p.m. A doctor's degree at Kentucky Unireception will be given at 7 p.m., versity.
While a student at Clemson
to be followed by the "banquet.
The speaker for the evening Hardee was on the senior council,
will be Mr. W. A. L. Sibley, vice- a member of Blue Key, Tiger
president of Monarch Mills at Erotherhood, Alpha Zeta, Block
Union, S. C. The subject of his C Club, Pershing Rifles, Glee
address will be "Religion in Busi- Club, and was named to Who's
ness." Walton B. Cassidy, textile Who Among. Students in Amerimanufacturing senior of Harts- can Universities and Colleges.
ville, will preside at the banquet.
At a meeting of the chapter on
Thursday, April 19. new mem- j
bers were initiated. They include j
W. D. Asnip, A. A. Bissell, R. E.
Bowen, R. P. Boyd, R. A. Bridges,
H. L. Brockman, J. L. Childress,
F. C. Hoffmann, G. W. Jones, J.
Jim Cushman, Jim Stovall.
M. Niver, P. R. Osborne, M. E. Gene McLeod, Bill Shuler, Tom
Price, F. L. Watt, and F. M. Bryson, and John Stanley will
Welsh.
represent Clemson at the annual
Officers of the Iota chapter spring meeting and spiritual emwere also elected for the coming phasis meeting of the Interstate
year at this meeting. President Y. M. C. A. to be held at Monis E. E. Cothran; A. H. Clarke, treal N. C. on April 27-29.
vice-president; George A. MobThey will be accompanied by
ley, secretary-treasurer; Furman Messers. Nash Gray, J. R. Cooper,
Watt, senior warden; and Luther and P. B. Holtzendorff, of the
Clemson Y. M. C. A.
Sigmon. junior warden.

Hardee Receives

Fulbright Award

YMCA To Attend
Interstate Meet

By Stan Kohn
Late Tuesday night and
early Wednesday morning.
Clemson College seniors
brought down the wrath of
four years of accumulated
emotion against the alma
mater and destroyed a large
amount of college and private
property. A number of college vehicles—road scrapers,
tractors, buses and trucks
were damaged, and considerable damage to buildings and
grounds was a direct result
of the wild driving of the
students.
College officials, in an effort
to curb the violence of the traditional Senior Night, managed last
year to divert student energies
to more constructive channels by
a planned program of recreation,
and were hoping for an even better situation this year. But groups
of outsiders and underclassmen,
apparently inspired by the sudden
lapse of discipline among seniors,
began celebrating at 10 p. m.
Tuesday night.

TIGER Staff Photo by Henry Chaplin!

..Seniors celebrating- "Senior Night", April 23, remove a farm
tractor from barracks after driving- it up and down the halls.

Possibly the greatest damage
to college property occurred in
tha cadet barracks, where underclassmen turned water hoses
on seniors in the vicinity of the
barracks. Additional damage
was done by the underclassmen
as pranks against the senior
class.
Seemingly harmless
pranks
were turned into destructive acts,
some intended to injure the participants. Wheels of trucks and
tractors driven across Bowman
Field, the parade ground, acted as
harrows on the soft ground. Fire
hoses playfully turned on seniors
attempting to enter the barracks
turned into powerful whips that
injured a number of students.
At breakfast yesterday morningj Dr. R. F. Poole, president of
Clemson College, announced that
he would not be responsible for
class cuts as previously promised.
On Wednesday morning at 9 a.
m., the deans and directors of the
college were called into session by
President Poole. The department
TIKER Staff Photo by Henry Chapli*
heads also met Wednesday morning. This meeting was followed
The water tank atop Hotel Hill, on which the class numerals
by a meeting of leaders of the
"51" were painted this week.
student government and the senior class. These three groups met
to discuss further activities and to
perfect means of control.
It was decided that senior class
cuts would be authorized for Wednesday, but all other Senior Day
activities, including the barbecue,
Wright Bryan, Clemson College,
field events, and square dance
class of 1926, editor of the Atwould be cancelled.
Dr. Poole said in an early state- lanta Journal, was elected first
ment to this newspaper,
vice-president of the American
Society of Newspaper Editors at
"It is regretable that some their annual meeting in WashingFrederick T. Coker, Clemson
seniors must indulge in the de- ton, D. C, last week. He has
graduate, in the class of 1948, was
struction of property and the
been a member of the A.S.N.E. recently appointed acting supermarring of a campus. If they
board of directors several years. visor of the . standards and job
would stop to think about the
Mr. Bryan spent his boyhood method department of the Salerr.
danger to themselves and others
at Clemson and graduated in division, The Yale and Towni
that they could cause, surely
civil engineering. He was on The Manufacturing Company, Salem
Virginia.
more wisdom would be shown.
Tiger staff for four years, serving
Mr. and Mrs. Coker and theii
Senior Day could have been
as sports editor, managing editor, two children are now living ir
filled with pleasure and profit
and editor-in-chief. He also serv- Salem.
for so many if clean, wholesome
ed as a reporter for the Greenville
objectives had been used in the
Piedmont two summers during
fun-making. Just why seniors,
college days.
of all students; wish to- jeopSeniors may pick up their
Bryan studied journalism at the
ardize their future and leave
University of Missouri School of 1951 TAPS in the TAPS office,
such a bad taste is hard for me
basement of 7th barracks on
Journalism for one year. He Monday, April 30, immediately
to understand.
became a reporter on the Atlanta after dinner. Each senior must
"I regret that those seniors
Journal
in 1927 and was succes- have a receipt to get his annual
that were more thoughtful in
sively
city
editor, managing edi- on Monday. Those not having
their activities cannot escape
receipts will be allowed to get
the reflection of bad manners tor, and associate editor before their book later in the week.
which a few cause. In some way leaving to become a war corre- The date for underclassmen to
this problem must be solved. I spondent ^in 1943. He served as get their TAPS will be announced later.
hope the solution can be found war correspondent for the AtSeniors must call for their
through a sensible means of lanta Journal and did broadcasts own annuals.
for the National Broadcasting Co.,
cooperation."
first in England, th«en from
Cadet Colonel John H. James, France.
regimental commander, also
Mr. Bryan made the first eye"Well, stand up!"
stated, "I think it's a bad thing witness ^broadcast of the landing
"Tex" (Sunshades) Combs
for the senior class and future
"I ..wonder .if ..they broughl
in
France
at
the
time
of
the
insenior classes because it will go a
apples -too.''
long way toward causing college vasion of France. He was wound"Uncle Nat" Whitlaw
ed and captured by the Germans.
officials not to be desirous of
"Children are brought into the
He was imprisoned for five
granting a day to seniors."
world by women."
The process of cleaning up the mouths
"Panhandle" Burtner
Bryan returned to Atlanta in
debris left by the seniors was be"I shall return."
June
of
1945
and
was
made
editor
gun early Wednesday morning by
Douglas MacArthur
of the Atlanta Journal.
the barracks janitors.

Bryan, Former Tiger Editor, Named
Newspaper Editors Vice-President

Clemson Grad Named
Methods Supervisor
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Word From The Wise
"The eyes of Christendom are upon us, and our
honor as a people is become a matter of the utmost consequence to be taken care of. If we give up our rights
in this contest, a century to come will not restore us to
the opinion of the world . . . present inconveniences
are, therefore, to be borne with fortitude, and better
times expected."
.
TALK OF THE TOWN
—Benjamin Franklin

Last- Senior Night
"Senior Night" is a misnomer.
No longer is Senior Night restricted to seniors. The
only requirement, apparently, for participation in the traditional night of hell-raising is the ability to walk out, drive
a tractor, smash coke bottles, and turn on a fire hose. Participation for underclassmen is simplified by the seniors'
negligence in guarding their ranks against invasion.
This negligence has proved their undoing. If they had
taken care that only seniors had been out last Tuesday
night, such disastous results as took place might have been
prevented.
The administration has been very generous in providing a varied recreational program for Senior Day. But
it can hardly be blamed for assuming, after that catastrophic Tuesday night, that seniors are unable to cope with
such freedom.
The irony of the thing is that the seniors are not
entirely at fault, except indirectly. Much of the vandalism
was, of course, committed by underclassmen, but after all,
whose night was it?
And even if you could pin, it on one class, how pin it on
a member of that class? No single member of any mob ever
commits the consummative act. That is at once a definition
and a motive for all' mobs. In union, strength, and cover
for individual weakness. That the actions of mobs are unpredictable at best is an inherent quality; each member
seeks to outdo his fellows in feats of daring, his reward being
the supposed respect of the rest.
It is not impossible that we have witnessed Clemson's
last Senior Night. The censure of college officals and of
students who were throughly disgusted last Tuesday night
may be enough to forestall such things in later years.
And before we dismiss it with a summary "good riddance," let us remember that we are losing in the bargain
a medium through which much of good might have been

c
\ \

^

£

What Will Clemson Of Future Look
Like? Publications Building Needed
By Grady Daniel

not want Michael, and said that the whole
WHAT WILL HOPPEN?
I was up in the Clemson House not loo matter was a mistake that could not be exlong ago and had a chance to look over a plained. After all, Michael was only eight
model of the future Clemson made by the years old!
architecture department. If any of you get
PUBLICATIONS BUILDING
a chance to see the model, by all means do
This question of a publications building
so. It shows Clemson as it now is and as it
has
already been propounded upon by many
might look sometime in the future. It dewriters
before me, but I'd just like to say a
picts such things as a new architecture buildfew
things
more about the need for one. The
ing, hospital, auditorium, additional barTIGER
stands
fairly well down here in our
racks, etc. All future improvements yet to
office
just
past
the old steam plant but what
be made are painted white and are easily
about
such
publications
as Slipstick? True we
distinguishable from the permanent fixtures
don't
have
any
such
necessities
as a toilet
hi the campus.
or
any
drinking
fountains
but
at.
least we
Also if any of you are interested in seeing
just where the water line from the Hartwell have an office. That is more than can be
Dam Project falls on the campus you may said for the Silpstick.
I seriously doubt if there are many people
see this too. I don't recall the whole area
who
know just where this fine engineering
that it covers but it does cover the ground
magazine
of ours is produced. It is comwhere the stadium is presently located. As
piled
in
a
room or should I say "Rat-Hole"
a matter of fact the water from the dam
will cover a large portion of the campus, in the basement of fifth barracks. This
not the campus proper, but more of its room is just that, too—a hole. A steam
boiler or something like that takes up most
periphery.
New construction and progress in general of the room and pipes do their share of
present certain complications, and this one occupying a little space. Their facilities
is no exception: I can't help wondering just and working conditions are just plain inwhat will happen to the stadium. What adequate!
will be done to preserve all the land on the
How they manage to get a publication out
edge of the campus that will be submerged I don't know! So far as I know they have
if preventative steps are not taken? This only one typewriter. I guess the members
problem will no doubt delve into other mat- of the staff use their own personal equipters such as water purification, sewage dis- ment. Regardless of all this, the Slipstick
poosal, etc. Wonder what will happen? is one of the best publications put out on
Wish we knew, don't you?
this campus and we can well be proud of it.
DRAFT DODGES BOY
But, as I said before, there's only one
It seems that the draft board realty gets solution that will solve the problem for
hard up for men at times. A few weeks ago campus publications—that's a publication
I noticed a picture in The Atlanta Journal building. There may be an immediate ansaccomplished.
of a young man who looked physically fit in \\ er for the cause of the Slipstick if only the
every respect, but the draft board didn't proper authorities would lend their aid. Maywant him. That is what happened.
be the office could be moved if there was an
Michmael Collins of Newark, New Jersey, available place bigger than the one they are
received a letter ordering him to appear be- now in. Who knows, maybe an office could
fore his local draft board. His mother took be fixed for them in one of the old temporIt is a pity that South Carolina is required to furnish a him to the astonished draft board which ary barracks, if the place suits 'em.
a home for a federal judge and his wife who have no other apologized for an apparent error. , TheJ' did NOW HEAR THIS
purpose than to obtain publicity by disgracing the people of
South Carolina.
Through the pretense of fighting for equal rights for
the Negroes, Mr. and Mrs. J. Waites Waring have obtained
By Johnnie NoweH
damaging publicity to the Negro purpose. Mrs. Waring, in
This, week's column is beh.g come to say 'Goodbye.' Now out
Second—It is fresher.
particular, has gone out of her way to get her name in the
written by Betsy, Melissa ar.d of my house, you drunken SOT,
Third—The cat can't get at it.
news even as far as accusing a Citadel cadet of throwing a Mary of Winthrop. I note the;, and never cease to remember
Fourth—It is easier to' carry to
enjoy the joke? and continue to that with your gin and whiskey, the movies and on picnics.
baseball at her.
Then he thought for a moment
beer and wine, you surely are no
It seems that the Negroes would have gotten light of lead them every week.
and finally wrote the fifth down.
Ai'ter a thorough examms'ion son of mine!"
the Waring scheme before they had time to damage the cru- the doctor reported to his young
Shamed, the lad turned to go, "And it comes in such cute containers."
sade.
lady patient:
bowed his head—"I will keep
He passed the examination.
"Airs. Russell. I have very good your secret, sir," he said.
Judge Waring has jeopardized his office and lowered
Kentucky Kernel
"And am I the first girl you
himself below the standards of the physical man by- appeas- news for you."
"But, Doctor, you are mistalten;
ever kissed?"
ing his wife and defending her purpose. I wonder what it is "Miss Russell.''
The moon was high, the road was , "Now that you mention it, you
do look familiar."
"In that ease," the doctor redark
Judge Warings"answer would be should I ask him if he is a
Spectrum
plied, "I have very bad news tor A perfect place to stop and partc,
man or a mouse?
you."
He gave a curse, he gave a groan,
After a long fatiguing evening
Spectrum He gave a grunt, he was alone.
Mrs. Waring is in the process of setting the Negro cause
Gamecock the young man, whose affectionback a century, to the Civil War standards. She could be Linda: ".'What did they call
ate advances had been resisted.
One of the interns at a hospital finally succeeded in stealing a
placed in the same chapter in history with the Carpet Bag- shotgun weddings before firearms
were invented?"
was taking an examination when goodnight kiss.
gers who also fooled the Negroes into thinking that they Linda's: "They were beau and he came across this question:
"That's your reward for being a
were helping the Negro cause.
error affairs."
"Name five reasons why a gentleman," the girl murmured.
Kentucky Kernel mother's milk is better for a baby
"Reward?" scowled the young
When the Negroes find out how they have been taken
man. "That's just workman's
than a cow's milk."
in, 1 believe the Waring's will wish they had the Klan on
compensation."
"Young man," said the father
He answered:
their side.
A.L+B. of the wayward boy, "the time has
Gamecock
First—It is cleaner.

That Waring Baseball

fay& 'ptottt, Gt&en. @otteqe IRaft

By "Doc" Baker
THANKS TO STAN
ing about a fund for the students to borrow
Last week, there was a slight misunder- from. This program- is now making rapid
standing about the amount of copy to go progress. Thomas Eskew, newly elected
out and I didn't put any rumors, rabble president of the rising junior class, used the
and rousing in the column.
idea in his platform and has made great
Stan Kohn, who was ready to duel with strides.
me a few weeks back, came in and pinchOne of the major steps was the pledge, by
batted to get in a few slants that would have a very influential sophomore, of two hunordinarily been left out.
dred dollars. Many other students, faculty
Here's thanks to Stan for taking over.
members and alumni have been contacted
personally and have pledged their support
FALLACY IN BLUE SLIPS
For the benefit of the "brains" around the (Financial support, that is.)
The project is now in the hands of the
campus, Blue Slips is a deficiency report
rising
junior class and they are making the
given at mid-semester intervals.
necessary
plans to put the,thing in operation.
Frankly, I think the present system or
The
day
this event takes place at Clemthe results of the system should have gone
son
will
be
a landmark in the school's hisout with grandmothers' hoop skirts.
tory. •
Under the current setup, a student making
This act will probably do as much for the
two or more blue slips does not rate weekstudents
as any other phase of their college
ends. Now, I'm not going along the line
life
to
promote
honesty and responsibility.
that it's cruel and improper to keep deficient
Our
hat's
off
to
the up-coming three-yearstudents on the campus. The gripe is the
men
for
taking
the
initiative in this matter.
blue slip system.
MODEL AIRPLANES ARE FLYING
IS NOT FAIR AND JUST
Several weeks ago, the latest fad at "Silo
A person can make blue slips on two-one- Tech" was weight lifting; now it's model
hour cuurses, labs in particular, and he has airplanes.
to remain on the campus. He is deficient
Tuesday afternoon there were six model
in two hours of his total credit load.
planes on Bowman Field. Two of the groundOn the other hand, a student can "flunk" pilots got bold and started having a dog
a five-hour course and still rate week-ends. fight yith their U-control jobs. This brought
IS THERE ANY JUSTICE IN
about a hundred spectators to the scene.
THIS TYPE SYSTEM? NO!!
A little while later, a blue and white job
Since there is a need for action in the lost its retractable landing gear, but the
matter, it seems logical, as well as fair, that flyer would not be outdone—he put his
the blue slip problem be put on a percent- plane back in the air and started making
age or credit hour basis.
belly-landings.
If a student is below par in more than
I understand these planes are quite comfive hours, he stays at school while the oth- plicated to build.
I know the owners
ers party; otherwise, he's a free bird and take great pride in them and are very parmay visit the local places of amusement.
ticular with the way they handle them.
This is the only sensible way to operate
Who knows, some lowly "Rat" may become a world renowned aeranautical engithe system.
neer as a result of his "diddling" with these
STUDENT LOAN IS IN
For the past three months I've been harp- models.

Platter Chatter . • • •
By "T. K." VASSY
The first thin? on the
agenda of this column is a
promise not to shoot as much
low grade as my predecessor
and Illustrious colleague. Just
jesting. Stan has done a great
job and It will be a big task
to take his place.
Second, a few short, strictly
personal theories on music. The
greatest farce of our time is the
term "popular music." The "popular" part Is all right, but the
word "music" which "^j^0^mmediately after v ,j_f«**^ioxical.
In the first plac- 9i> per cent of
this "popular" crud is a very pale
and paltry imitation of the classics
of another age. If you doubt this
compare the themes of the two.
If you want more proof, it lies
in the fact that the average pop
tune dies after 58 days of being
run into the ground on the radio
and the juke-boxes. Why does
this music die? It never lived.
To begin with it was the music
of dead men, to which text-book
rules of harmony and arranging
are applied. It is pressed on a
piece of plastic and thrown to the
wind.
My reference to classics in
the preceding paragraph was
not meant to be a slam. When
Ba«h and Schubert and Beethoven wrote their music, it
was alive and thrilling to its
listeners. Those men had a
message to convey to their
contemporaries, and they
chose music as their medium
of expression. The music we
listen to today, any music, to
be good, must be alive and
meaningful or we just don't
bother to listen to it.
Now if you can do so, tell
me how,the music of a man
who lived in the 19th. cenTo the annual dance of the fra',
A certain Joe took his glamour
gal, Pat.
As they gracefully glided,
Her "upholstery'" resided,
And disgusted Joe left her, flat.
(Nechnology News)
"What is home without a
mother?"
Asked the boy, with soulful sigh.
"I am, tonight," replied the
blonde,
As she winked a wicked eye.
Joe: "My wife is scared to
death that someone will steal her
clothes."
, Moe: "Doesn't she have them
insured?"
Joe: "She had a better idea than
that. She has someone stay in
the closet and watch them.
I
found him in there last night."
Kentucky Kernel

tiny can have any message
whatsoever for the people of
today. This is my argument
for jazz. It is the only form
of modern music.
Now right away let me assure
you that all jazz i~, not boisterous
and ear-splitting. Jazz is not "Negro music" although many authorities accredit its beginning to
the Creoles of New Orleans.
There are only two divisions of
jazz. They are dixieland and bop.
The term be-bop has been dropped by most musicians because
of the way our newspapers have
slaughtered the word. Every time
anyone under 21 is arrested for
anything immoral, he is immediately tagged as a "be-bopper".
Enough theory—let's get down
to a little lab. Oh, by the way,
we will include a rundown on
the current commercial or popular music, but the first part we
shall devote to the modern classics. One of the best late releases
is RCA's "52nd Street Hot Jazz"
album. It includes sides by Dizzy
Gillespie and Coleman Hawkins
backed up by they.' outfits. Night
In Tunisia displays the best tone
Gillespie has ever had. Gillespie
teams up with Don Byas on the
Old Man Rebop side, and together they are really cool. The two
best Hawkin's sides are Say It
Isn't So and Low Flame. Either
of these sides should convince the
skeptics that jazz does not have
to be loud and fast. George
Shearing's latest is For You with
Little White Lies on the flip. It's
hard to go wrong on Shearing.
This Writer sends one carload of
orchids to the Mess Hall Music
Critics (M. Wheatley and Co.) for
latching on to the Shearing numbers. You've probably recognized
Jumping With Symphony Sid.
Roses of Riccardy. I'll Remember
April, and How's Trix.
Now for a few quick lines on
the commercial music. The top
pop seems to be Eckstine's I
Apologize. If you've eaten in the
mess hall lately, you've heard it,
and it is nrettv good. Much better than the Bill Farrell arrangement. Les Paul's How High the
Moon seems to be gathering a little momentum. You can hardly
turn on the old crystal set without hearing it. No one can deny
Les' technical skill, or his orisrinalitv of approach. Also Mary
Ford does a creditable job on the
veal or vocals or something.
The Iotay Tavern has a couple
of great numbers on their juke
in After Hours and Tlnpih' In,
both by Erskine Hawkins. Both
are the same style as the music
he nut out at the dance last Tear.
Charlip Barnet h»s recorded Tennessee Waltz bac^pd up by Skyliner for Capitol Both were done

15 April 1951
East-Central Front,
Korea
Dear Tom,
As the present semester closes
at Clemson I imagine there are
those of the graduating class in
the ROTC that will recall the
words ,of Thomas Paine," "Th^e
are times that try men's souls."
Yes, I expect that 90 per cent of
them dread their forthcoming entrance into the Army. I would
like not only to offec them a word
of encouragement, but also try.
and dispel the majority of their
fears about entering an organization entirely new to them.
I graduated in January of 1950
and came immediately into the
Army. Upon my entrance into
the service I was immediately
sent overseas to Japan. While
there I trained with my unit, the
32nd., Regional Combat Team, for
four months and thence to Korea
at the Inchon invasion. My training at Clemson qualified me for
every duty that I received from
training troops to serving on a
courts martial.
Since then I have been in command of platoons in a rifle company and at times acted as company commander in combat operations. I have never been
squeamish about accepting responsibility and credit this to my
training at Clemson. The point I
would like to bring out is: A Clemson man can do anything!
There are many more officers
here in Korea besides myself that
attended Clemson and they have
reached greater heights than I
and have had untold honor bestowed Upon them that they certainly deserved. They received
the same training as you and will
expect you to do an admirable job.
Remember, you will be called
upon to lead men . . . do it as a
Clemson man and be proud!
Paul R. Lunsford
1st It. Inf.
Class of '50
with the same crew that Barnet
brought to Clemson.
Well, next week, we promise to
devote a little more space to music
and a little less to theories. Maybe we can even squeeze in a few
ear burners on Spivak.

s
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Foreign College
Studenf-s Surveyed

There are 30.000 students from
other lands on American college
campuses right now, according to
a survey made by the Institute of
The following article is taken presidency of the State Teachers' International
Education,
New
from the year book of the De- Association; teaching in summer York.
Sitting side-by-side in
schools
for
teachers
at
Winthrop
parment of Agriculture of South
classes with mlue-jeaned AmeriCarolina, which was dedicated and Clemson; making scores of cans, these yong people from
educational addresses; a textbook
to Dr. Daniel. It was written on "Better Speaking" with Prof. many lands, representing a total
investment of $75,000,000, are
by A. B. Bryan, editor emeri- M. E. Bradley of Clemson as co- making student "exchange" an
author.
tus, Clemson College.
important phase of American forDr. Daniel loves young people, eign relations. Kenneth Holland,
David Wistar Daniel, born in and lie loved teaching so strongly President of the Institute, stated
that offers of newspaper editorial that this 30,000-strong "foreign
Laurens County, S. C, May 23. and commercial jobs and induce- population" in U. S. schools is
1867, is one of South Carolina's ments to enter politics (which he without precedent. "The large
distinguished citizens.
loves) went unheeded. He al- number is particularly signifiFrom teaching his first country ways said he wanted to stay cant," he pointed out. "when you
that all the boobs haven't been that he (Oscar) thinks that_ the school before he entered college, young by staying with young peo- remember that the U. S. has beple in his life work. And he came come an educational attraction
crowned yet. He (Oscai1) would bags Jack Patton and Bobby Haw
to love Clemson so strongly that, only in the last twenty-five years
like to nominate Leroy (What a kins had in the "valley" the other
professorship and presidency of- —and that not so long ago anyone
Wheel I am) Doar for '52.
night could have used two more
fers from other colleges could not who wanted a 'really good' educasober
dates.
that 'Father William' is on the
tion went to Europe."
entice him away from Clemson.
-OSCAR SAYSroad to recovery—watch what he that the Tuesday night particiDistribution in the United States
Public Speaking Career—From
drags for Jr.-Sr., boys.
pants had forgotten that he (Os
his earliest teaching days, Dr. of this foreign student population
-OSCAR SAYSDaniel yearned to become a fluent roughly corresponds to the total
that he (Oscar) hates to disap- car) would write his (Oscar's)
and forceful speaker and thus ex- population of the states themselvpoint 'lovely' Fanning- but he (Os- column after hostilities had ceas
tend his influence beyond the es, the survey shows. New York
car) doesn't think that he (Fan- ed.
— ■ OSCAR SAYS
classroom. How well he fulfilled state, with a total population of
ning) is the prettiest boy on the that he (Oscar) wonders how
that
desire is well known even to more than 14,000,000, can count
campus.
John (I'm president of the senior
the
farthest
reaches of the nation. 5,452 foreign students. Only 13
-OSCAR SAvsthat Buick convertibles can really, class) Fairey feels after leading
From the smallest country school students from abroad, on the oththe
motor
brigade
across
Bowman
foul up the works, can't they 'Tru"commencement" or farm com- er hand, are learning about the
Field.
lover' Cobb?
munity
group to the largest na- U.S. in the state of Nevada. But
-OSCAP SAVS-OSCAR SAYStional organizations, his ability to 1400 schools, scattered all ocross
that
all
the
hell
raisers
weren't
that he (Oscar) hears that Fairey
sway audiences with wit and wis- the country, reported that they
launched an all out spring offen- seniors;—that is, unless Moore and
dom is recognized. He has been had at least one foreign sturent
Wilson
got
their
gold
braid
over
'. sive on the Dairy Building.
sought for after-dinner speeches lending international color to
night.
-OSCAR SAYSand general addresses by state their student body. Some report-OSCAR
SAVSthat J. Aiken and J. James rate
and national /associations of all ed over 1,000 foreign students
high in a certain Walhalla address that Ted (I was driving the lead
tractor) Hammett contributed his
kinds: Bankers, manufacturers, (Columbia University, 1414; Unibook.
(Hammett's) share of unappremerchants, educators, chambers of versity of California, 1323; New
-OSCAR SAYSthat he (Oscar) wonders about ciated hell, too.
commerce, commissioners of ag- York University, 1211). Other
-OSCAR SAYSthe corruption among "the staff."
riculture, agricultural societies, smaller school had a still higher
percentage in relation to their toIs James or Rowe mostly respon- that he (Oscar) wonders if Starr
etc.
and Wheatly will "nose" their
tal enrollment (Massachusetts Inr sible, Duke? .
Though
not.a
minister
and
not
their way out of their perform
'
OSCAR SAYS
to the deanship of the School of given to preachments, has filled stitute of Technology, 9.13 per
that Duke's "state" at the tavern ance this time.
Arts and Sciences of Clemson Col- the pulpits of many churches, in cent; Harvard University, 5.88
-OSCAR
SAYSsenior day eve sho' won't help
that
"Yankee"
Cash
showed
his
lege,
he can count 58 years of this State and in such large cities per cent; Howard University, 5.37
things.
"little"
brain
with
his
(Cash's)
conscientious
and efficient service as Atlanta, Roanoke, Richmond, per cent).
--OSCAR SAYS
One large factor in the fast^^hat he (Oscar) is tired of Jack "big" muscles at the can slinging to education and good citizenship. New Orleans, and Washington, D.
growing influx of students from
• (I'm a captain) Harris continuous- session on the quadrangle TuesFrom his first stumbling efforts C.
abroad is that young people are
ly being so asinine.
at "saying speeches" in his school
day night.
Dr.* Daniel's ready wit in gain- coming in large numbers for the
days, to his nationwide recogni- ing listener attention, his whole- |
tion as a forceful, entertaining, some humor in keeping his listen- first time from many of the counand informing public speaker, he ers awake and entertained, and tries of Africa, the Near East and
lias stirred and stimulated count- his dramatic way of driving home Asia. In 1930, according to a
previous survey made by the Inless thousands.
his serious points have won friends
The son of a teacher, Lemuel and influenced admirers without stitute, there was only one student from Afghanistan in the U.S.
Thomas Harrison Daniel, and Eliz- number. He says, eyes twinkling,
—today there are 66. Two Burabeth Bellentine Daniel, young that he spoke once to the blind in mese here in 1930 have multiplied
Wistar Daniel had the usualcoun- Roanoke and many times to "the to 88 here now. The Gold Coast
try schooling of his day. Wanting dumb" in many places. And he of Africa, with no one here twenmore education, he began teach- tells, chuckling, that the largest ty years ago, this year has ,78.
ing at Mt. Gallagher school in his audience ever gathered to hear Iraq's 11 have grown to 546. Inhome community at 19, saved a him was 40,000 at King's Moun- dia's 195 to 1,136. (In the case
small fund, and entered Wofford tain Sesqui - centennial, adding, of China, however, which has had
College', and was graduated in "President Hoover was there and a long record of sending its young
1892.
also' spoke."
people to school in America, exEven in the field of agriculture, changes are now of course in a
Teaching Career—Then, following his urge to teach, he taught Dr. Daniel, true to his rural back- state of dissolution, and the fate
two years each at Hebron, Marl- ground, has given effective ser- of the 3,549 Chinese students here
boro County; Central, Pickens vice. In his early days at Clem- today is undecided).
County; Batesburg,
Lexington son he spoke at many teachers'
Students who gave Iron Curtain
County. Elected assistant pro- institutes on industrial and agri- lands as their "country of origin"
fessor of English at Clemson Col- cultural education and helped to were assumed in the survey to be
lege in 1898, he became associate hold many county farmers' insti- refugees or emigres, and not planprofessor in 1910, and professor tutes; he has spoken at state farm- ning to leave the U.S. at the end
in 1913. In 1918 he became di- ers' institutes in a half dozen Sou- of the school year.
rector of the Academic Depart- thern states; he helped promote
Investigating the question of
ment, and in 1925 dean of the farmers' cooperative marketing where the money comes from that
School of Arts and Sciences, con- associations in the Carolinas and makes this travel-study possible,
tinuing all the while teaching as Georgia; he has addressed many the Institute said that about 13
professor of English until 1940, kinds of agricultural conventions. per cent of the 30,000 young peowhen he was made dean emeritus And always he has been able ple came, wholly or partly, on
but contuviuo.l . .to teach some either to tell them some things money from the U.S. taxpayers'
retirement thed did not know about their pocket. This comes under the
TIGER Staff Photo by Henrv Chaplii* classes untu h\nBy
in 1947.
Charter officers of the National Association of Textile Manuown business or to stimulate them Smith-Mundt Act of 1948 (profacturers who were installed last week are shown here. They
Thus Dr. Daniel has the distinc- into doing better what they did viding travel grants), under Pubre, (left to right) seated: C. J. Whithead, Jr., secretary; M. H.
tion of having taught nine years know.
lic Law 265 (providing for payHance, president; standing: J. G. McCants, sergeant-at-arms;
Dr. Daniel was married in 1903 ments on the Finnish World War
in the State's public schools' and
Bob Bradley, publicity secretary; and G. T. McLeod, correspond49 years at Clemson College. Dur- to.Miss Eva Jones of Batesburg, I debt to be made toward reciping secretary.
ing these 58 years, thousands of and they have one daughter, rocal cultural exchanges), and
■'-.,■
-w
young people felt his fine influ- Evelyn, who is now Mrs. G. E. under programs of the Departence, of demeanor and character Metz, and one grandson, Wistar ments of State and Army for stuGustav Metz.
as well as knowledge.
dents from occupied areas. AnHappily retaining his full phy- other 13 per cent are on scholarOne year's study at Vanderbilt
University had won him the M. A. sical and mental vigor—and his ships given by the schools them, Here are authoritative answers
Q. I am a GI Bill trainee just
:om the Veterans Administration married. May I claim both my degree in 1901. In 1914 Wofford enthusiasm for life—far beyond selves, and 4.5 per cent more re> four questions of interest to wife and my mother-in-law, who College honored him with its Dic- the years allotted to most men, ceived financial aid from private,
Dr. Daniel kept "marching on" business, social, professional and
irraer servicemen and their de- just came to live with us, as de- tor of Literature degree.
Dr. Daniel's other educational even after retirement until he was
sndents:
pendents for purposes of increased services include 12 years on the past "four score years." Today, philanthropic organizations in the
United States. With an additional
Q. My husband, a World War subsistence?
State Board of Education; the largely recovered from his one 4 per cent helped by their own
A. You may claim your wife, if
veteran, to whom I had been
serious illness, he holds undimin- government, a little over fifty per
arried for five ' years, recently you submit proof of your marished his strong interest in peo- cent are paying their own way.
Just
Routine
ssed away. I have not remar- riage to VA, but not your motherLittle Tommy had spent his ple and affairs.
;d. Would I be eligible for a in-law. Persons who may be
Devoted husband and father,
first
day at school.
V pension?
claimed for additional subsistence
friendly neighbor, good citizen,
"What
happened?"
he
was
askinclude
a
wife,
child,
dependent
A.. No. Among requirements,
beloved teacher, greatly admired
■ death, pensions is this: a parent or other dependent person ed on his return home.
public speaker, patriotic Ameri"Nothin'.
A
woman
wanted
to
dow must have been married who has acted in loco parentis (in
can, friend of mankind, greatknow
how
to
spell
'cat'
and
I
told
the veteran before December place of parent).
hearted Christian gentleman is
her."
1944, or for ten or more years
Q. Where may I get a free medDavid Wistar Daniel.
!
ore death.
ical examination which I need in Cuckoo
3. I am a World War II vete- order to reinstate a lapsed NaHusband: "When anything goes
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
drawing a nonservice-con- tional Service Life Insurance pol- wrong around our house, I just
ted persion. I just inherited icy?
get busy and fix it."
100. I know that amount puts
A. You may obtain your examWife: "Oh yeah? Since you
over the income limitations ination at any VA office to which fixed the clock, the cuckoo backs
year, but what about future a salaried physician has been as- out and asks "What time is it?"
rs? May I ever get back on signed.
rolls?
Ronald Reagan
Q. I understand my GI loan en- Senators! Please Note
. Yes. Your inheritance is titlement can be restored if I am
^
l
RESEARClOlE*
The wife of the concessional
Diana Lynn
ited as income only for the suddenly trensferred by my em- representative sat up in bed, a
ndar year in which you re- ployer to another city. How do I startled look on her face.
^ [EDUCATION
e it. Next year, if your in- go about it?
"Jim," she whispered, "there's
SATURDAY LATE SHOW
e does not exceed maximums
A. Application for restoration of a robber in the house."
?£ C SERVICE j ^
jy law, and if you meet other used entitlement in such cases as
"Impossible!" was the reply.
rements, you may apply to yours should be made to the Loan "In the Senate, yes, but in- the
i your pension restored.
Guaranty Officer of the VA reg- House, never!"
I have heard much about a ional office which guaranteed
25, 1951, cut-off date for GI your loan. A written statement
duty. If you are called back, be
Mona Freeman
benefits. Does it mean I should be submitted setting forth
sure to notify VA immediately,
get a GI loan before that the reasons for the request.
otherwise you will receive an
Q. I am in the Marine Corps
overpayment that must be reNo. The 1951 cut-off date Reserve, and I draw a disability paid.
MONDAY and TUESDAY
es only to GI Bill training, compensation
payment
every
is the date by which most month from the VA. What hapans must start their courses pens to it when I'm recalled to
ey want to continue after- active duty?
Rhonda Fleming;
5. You have until July 25,
A. Pensions, compensation and
Two Stores for Your Convenience
Dick Powell
in which to obtain a GI retirement payments to former
26 S. MAIN AND LEWIS PLAZA
servicemen may not be paid if
May I take instiutional on- veterans are recalled to active
WEDNESDAY and THURS.
GREENVILLE, S. C.
training nder the GI Bill to
how to raise rabbits?
Featuring Nationally Advertised Brands
SOUTHERN
\ new VA regulation would
i
t the training—if rabbit
PEN SHOP
% is a form of "specialized
Arrow Shirts — Interwoven Sox — French-Shrinet Shoeslg" commonly followed in
Cigarette Lighter Repair
Michaels-Stern Suits—Alligator Rainwear
Technicolor
ea. Your nearest VA office
122 N. Main
Greenville
make the decision in your
MCGREGOR SPORTSWEAR
Doris Day
iuai vase.
1

Veterans' Corner...

CLEMSON
THEATRE
'Bedtime For
Bonzo'

TIGER Staff Photo by Henry Chapli*

1^ . i?
¥ S F-- L" C,^rke are shown here as Professor D. D. Curtis presents them with a silver
candelabra at a dinner giving in their honor by the student branch of American Society of Civil Fngrmeers on April 24. Prof. Clarke has been with the civil engineering department for 31 years
The most popular subject among
foreign students, the survey
shows, is engineering with the
liberal arts and the social sciences
close behind in second and third
place.
Information obtained by this
survey will be used, President
Holland said, to help in planning
exchange-programs for the future,' as the Institute hopes to increase and improve existing opportunities for international exchange-of-persons. Although the
detailed information is not dis-

Davenport's
One of the
South's leading
clothiers for
college men.

DAVENPORT'S
207 N. Main St.

HOKE SLOAN
CLEMSON

Greenville

SOUTH CAROLINA

BELI
YOURSELF

Don't test one brand alone
...compare them all!

Unlike others, we never ask you
to test our brand alone. We say...
compare PHILIP MORRIS...match
PHILIP MORRIS.. Judge PHILIP MORRIS
against any other cigarette!
Then make your own choice!^
TRY THIS TEST!
Take a PHILIP MORRIS-and any
other cigarette. Then, here's all
you do:
1 Light up either cigarette. Take a
puff-don't inhale-and s-l-o-w-l-y
let the smoke come through your nose.
2 Now do exactly the same thing
with the other cigarette.
NOTICE THAT PHILIP MORRIS
IS DEFINITELY LESS IRRITATING,
DEFINITELY MILDER!

Remember..

NO CIGARETTE
HANGOVER

'Cry Danger'

means

MORE SMOKING PLEASURE!

/Lullaby of
Broadway'

Clemson men are always
welcome at

GET SET for JUNIOR-SENIOR at HOKE SLOAN'S . . .
WHITE DINNER COATS, MESS JACKETS, TUX
And AH Accessories

i Was a
Shoplifter'

STEWART MERRITT CO.

tributed indiscriminately, Mr. Holland said that it is sometimes used
by the United States government
and by American organizations
wishing to get in touch with
foreign citizens who are acquainted with America.
Results of the survey, with the
exception of the actual names of
the foreign students, are published by the Institute in a booklet
"Education for One World," which
is now available to the public at
the Institute of International Education,' 2 West 45th Street, New
York 19, New York.

CALL
FOR

PHILIP MORRIS
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Bengals Drop Citadel In Pair

12-3

Ford, Grffith Hurl Complete Games;
Morrow And Culberson Lead Batters
Clemson's Tigers defeated the Citadel, 7-6 and 12-3, last
week-end in a pair of Southern Conference games played
at Clemson. The victories made number eight and nine in
a row for the Bengals.
Culberson's eighth inning single with runners on second and third sent the winning runs across the plate in the
close first game. In the Saturday tilt, Billy Morrow's grand
slam home run in the first inning was the decisive blow.
"Nig" Griffith and Bill Ford turned in fine pitching jobs
for the Bengals, who extended their string to eight straight
Conference games without a loss.

Tigers On Big North Carolina Trip
The hour of decision is at hand for Clemson's baseballers. Today they were to have faced Duke's Blue Devils.
Duke opened the week with a 6-1 Conference record and occupying second place in the Southern Conference's southern
division. The leaders??—Clemson's fighting Tigers. Two
games remain to be played this week by the Bengals, North
Carolina tomorrow and N. C. State Saturday. The outcome
of these will determine the extent of Clemson's post season
activities.
Four wins this week would all but clinch a position for
the Bengals in the Southern Conference championship playoffs. Four victories would bring the Tigers closer to another try at the NCAA play-off later in May. However, one
or two losses out of the four tilts would not necessarily be
fatal to Clemson's chances. After last week's games, Clemson remained one of the two teams unbeaten in Conference
play. Maryland, the other team, led the Nothern division.
Six games will remain after this week-end's play. Included are tilts with Furman, South Carolina, Wake Forest,
and Davidson.

Inning-By-Inning Scores Available
Inning-by-inning scores of the remaining games away
from home can be made available through the local Western
Union office. The costs of these scores as stated last week
are $2.50 plus tax for scores every half inning, $1.25 plus tax
for scores every innin'g, and 75c plus tax for scores every
three innings. These charges are per game! That means
if 50 people contributed a nickel, half inning reports of
away-from-home games could be received.
Scores of the games played in North Carolina this weekend will come to the Western Union office. If anyone wishes
he may help this campaign by contributing whatever amount
they wish to Mr. Deason at the office in the basement of
Tillman Hall.
Let's support OUR baseball team, one of the South's best.

Aughtry Recaptures Batting Lead
"Gene" Aughtry recaptured the position as number one
hitter for the Tigers as he raised his batting average 17
points collecting three hits in seven tries during the past
week. Last week's leader, Ray Mathews, was having his
troubles, going 0 for 8 in the series with Citadel last weekend. As a result, Ray's mark dropped 57 points to .399, still
a respectable average. Roby Crouch moved up into second
place with an average of .340, replacing last week's runnerup, Ray McKay, who slipped to .317.
Most notable increases were by Billy Morrow and Ken
Culberson, both banging out four hits in eight trips to the
plate. Morrow raised his mark from .115 to .206. Culberson's average came up from .277 to .309, an increase of 32
points.
>
Most other batting leaders remained the same. Crouch,
by adding a pair of runs to his total, held on to his leadership in the runs scored, department. Aughtry increased his
leading number of doubles by two. He now has seven twobaggers. Knoebel's two triples remained tops for the team
as did Mathew's four home runs.
Individual marks are given below:
Player
AB Runs Hits Ave.
Hines, If
-2
0
11
.500
Hughes, p
5
2
2
.400
Aughtry, 2b
50
16
19
.380
Crouch, lb
.
50
20
17
.340
Mathews, cf
56
17 .
19
.339
McKay, 3b
.
41
1
13
.317
Culberson, ss
55
13
17
.309
Hendley, c
L..56
11
17
.304
Knoebel, If ^
42
14
12 ' .286
Hair, rf
.
24
5
6
.250
Evans, ss
4
0
1
.250
Griffith, p
9
2
2
.222
Morrow, rf —
_34
5
7
.206
Simpson, 3b
11
0
2
.181
Baker, p _j
6
1
1
.167
Ford, p
1
18
0
2
.111
Hicks, p
4
2
0
.000
Kea, p
3
0
0
.000
Herlong, p
_ 2
1
0
.000
Dempsey, p
2
0
0
.000

FIRST GAME, 7-6
"Nig" Griffith went the route
for Clemson Friday afternoon as
the Tigers racked up their eighth
straight win by defeating the
Bulldogs 7-6.
The game was without a doubt
one of the closest and best played
affairs seen at Tigertown this
year. Highlighted by a tight
pitcher's duel between Griffith
and the visitors' Bedenbaugh, both
teams put all they had into the
play, and no one was sure of the
outcome until the final out had
been made.
The boys from the Ashley River
jumped to an early lead as they
scored in the initial frame. Caddell was safe at first as Culbertson bobbled the lead-off man's
grounder. Brockman bunted the
ball, and Caddell went to second
on the play. The runner advanced
to third on Kennedy's out at first,
Culberson to Crouch. Caldwell
came home on Fabian's single.
Clemson bounded back into
the ball game. Crouch walked,
but was thrown out after a bad
start in an attempt to steal
second.
Aughtry singled, going to second as Knoebel walked.
Both
men advanced two bases on Ken
Culberson's rousing double. Mathews struck out, and Hendley
flew out to leave the two ducks
stranded on the "pond.
The visitors scored again in the
second inning. Long, the first
man up, was hit by a pitched ball,
and went from first to third on
Culberson's error. He crossed the
plate on Brockman's fielder's
choice.
Long scored again for The
Citadel in the fourth side as he
walked and went home on Bedenbaugh's long double.
The Tigers added a run in their
half of the fourth on a double, a
fielder's choice and an error.
Morrow was the man to hit the
two-bagger.
A single and a double pushed
the the away-from-home lads into a two-run lead.
The Tigers added two tallies in
the cellar part of the fifth frame.
Knoebel started the inning by
drawing a walk. Culberson singled
(Continued on Page 6)

Tigs Cop Tenth
Straight; Beat
Hornets 10 To 8
Coming from behind with four
runs in the sixth and three in the
seventh, Clemson chalked up their
tenth victory in a row as they
defeated Furman 10-8, in Greenville yesterday. The win also gave
the Tigers their ninth straight
Southern
Conference
decision
without a loss.
Today the Bengals, leading the
Cpnference's southern division,
take on Duke at Durham. Duke
is in second place with a 7-2 record.
Clemson tallied three runs in
the first inning and led until the
third frame when Furman enjoyed a 5-3 advantage.
The Hornets added two more
in the fifth, but then Clemson
struck back with their two big
innings.
Dick Hendley topped both the
teams in stickwork as he drove
home three runs with three ,hits.
Roger Baker, who relieved
starter Bob Hughes, got credit for
the win, his second of the year,
after five innings of relief duty
Moates, second Furman hurler,
took the loss. '
Line score:
Clemson
300 004 300—10
Furman
.... 203 020. 100— 8
Batteries: Clemson: Hughes, Baker and Hendley; Furman: Brown,
Moates, and Davis.

SHOP and SAVE

SECOND GAME
After Bill Ford retired the first
three Citadel batters, two
on
strikes, Clemson began their big
first inning outburst- Crouch opened the frame with a walk, and
Aughtry received the second base
on balls. Knoebel sent Crouch
home with a sharp single to left
field and advanced Aughtry to
second.
. Culberson and Mathews both
received free passes, loading the
bases. Hendley fanned for the
first out, and then Morrow cracked out his grand slam home run.
McKay reached first on the second
baseman's error and advanced to
second on a passed ball. Ford was
safe on the shortstop's
error.
Crouch lined
out to shortstop,
who threw to first to double off
Ford.
Clemson's next big inning
came in the sixth when Aughtry opened the inning with a
walk. Knoebel followed with
another base on balls.
Culberson knocked a double, scoring Aughtry and Knoebel. Mathews flied out to third.
Hendley and Morrow received
free passes to fill the bases. McKay was issued a base on balls,
forcing Culberson home. Hendley came home on Ford's fly to
center. McKay stole second, and
Morrow came home on the play
for McKay. Crouch flied out to
end the inning.
The Tigers added another run
in the ninth when Morrow singled, stole second, took third when
McKay was safe on an error, and
came home on Ford's fly to center.
Chapman and Brockman led the
hitting for Citadel, both men receiving two safeties.

Ken Culberson, capable Tiger shortstop, is shown above as he
connects for a double to drive home two runs in Clemson's 12-3

npUrosh Host To
AsheviSIe Hi Saturday
Clemson's baby Bengals will
meet the Asheville high, nine here
Saturday afternoon on the local
diamond at 3 o'clock. The Frosh
baseball squad opened the week
with a record of 3 wins and 0
losses. The victories came over
Anderson High's Yellow Jackets,
14-2 and 6-3. The other victory
came when the Frosh overpqwered the Furman freshman by the
score of 4-1.
Either Harrison, Saviors, or
Stehmey.er will hurl for the Tigers.

CLEMSON STUDENTS WELCOME

Towle, Reed and Barton
Sterling.
Lenox China—Duncan Crystal
ANDERSON
SENECA

Ford, in allowing seven hits,
was credited with the win, his
third of the year and his third
complete game.
Bohlen, The Citadel's starting
pitcher, was charged with the
loss.
Citadel
AB R H
Caddell, ss .... .
-.4 1 1
Brockman, 3b ...
Kennedy, cf
Fabian, If
Chapman, rf
Twomey, lb ....
Long, 2b
a-Brewer
Morrell, c ._
2
Wilcox, c
2
Bohlen, p
o
Baker, p
_.. %
Brooks, p
...l
b-Carter
_
__l

MAYFA?R GRILL
Anderson's Most Modem Restaurant

\^ Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests Y
Nunt

f**

EACGOON
"They can't trick an
old grad like,me!"

Specializing in
HOT DOGS
AND HAMBURGERS
Open 'Til 1:00 A. M.

Pictures You See
at
The Clemson 'Y'
"THE PICTURE SHOW ON
THE CAMPUS"

Totals
32 "3 7 3
a-Struck out for Long in 9th.
b-Flied out for Brooks in 9th.
Clemson
AB R H
Crouch, lb
4 l i
Aughtry, 2b ....
_2 2 1
Knoebel, If
3
Culberson, ss
3
Mathews, cf ...
Hendley. c ....
Morrow, rf
McKay, 3b ....
Ford, p
Totals
Citadel
Clemson

...

32 12 7
000 101 010600 005 01x-

APRIL 25-27

'Lightning
Strikes Twice'
Ruth Roman
APRIL 27-28

'At War With
the Army'
A Comedy with Martin and

BAR-B-Q GRILL

Lewis

WE DO NOT CLAIM TO
SERVE THE BEST.

APRIL 30-MAY 1

Try For Yourself

'Steel Helmet'
MAY 3-5

Owned and operated by
Mrs. Clyde Campbell

'The Mating
Season'

Anderson, S. C.

^^r^c^C?
Ohades of the roarin' 'Twenties! All duded up in

his ancient benny — but he has modern ideas on testing cigarette

Cold Drinks — Beverages

Highway 29

W?5?^

mildness! He's tried every "quickie" cigarette test in
the book — and they're not fooling him one bit! He knows for dang-sure that
cigarette mildness can't be determined by a cursory sniff or a single, quicklydispatched puff. He doesn't have to go back to school to know that:
there is one real test — a test that dispels doubt, fixes fact.
Jt's the sensible test... the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test,
which asks you to try Camels as your steady smoke—on a pack-

SAM'S LUNCH

at

Clemson Students Always Welcome
GREENVILLE, S. C.

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

after-pack, day-after-day basis. No snap judgments needed.

GREENVILLE'S NEWEST MEN'S SHOE STORE

Gallant- Belk

Hardware

ANDERSON, S. C.

McLees Bros.,
Jewelers

Morrow
topped
Clemson's
batters with a home run and a
single in three official times at
baf.

Patronize

Sporting Goods

-TIGER Staff Photo by Johnnie Now*!!

rout of the Citadel last Saturday.

Company

Styles That College Men Appreciate

After you've enjoyed Camels — and only Camels — for
30 days in your "T-Zone" (T for Throat, T for Taste), we
believe you'll know why ...

CRAIN'S JARMAN SHOES
243 N. Main Street
Opposite Ottaray Hotel

More People Smoke Cornels
than any other cigarette I

«w»",w
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Tigers Begin Three-Day Invas
.

Baseballers Face Tests Against
Duke, North Carolina, N. C. State
Immediately after yesterday's scheduled game with
Furman, Clemson's Conference-leading Tigers left for a three
diy invasion of North Carolina. This trip will determine
largely how the Country. Gentlemen finished in the southern
division standings of the Southern Conference.
By DOC BAKER
jfETMEN DROP FIRST GAMJE
ti Clemson's soaring tennis t^m dropped their first match
of the season when the University of South Carolina defeated them 5-4 at Columbia last week.
It was disappointing that these men couldn't go all the
way undefeated, but it goes that way only once in a blue
moon.
The players, individually and collectively, should not
feel they have committed any wrong-doing by losing a close
match! Looking back on this year's records, one will find
that they are the best players to come from Tigertown in
quite a few years.
BI« BATS BEGIN TO SWING
While watching a game last week, I remarked to "Catfish" Anderson who was unfortunate enough to sit next to
me, that the pitcher must feel terrible.
The reason for such a statement was the Bengals had
one on and the hurler had to face Knoebel, Culberson,. and
Mathews.
If ever there was a "murderer's row" in collegiate
baseball, this is it. Of course, the entire squad has
shown that it can hit, but these three men are a constant threat to the general well-being of any pitcher.
I'm just thankful that I'm not a "chunker" on the opposite side.
TRACKMEN SHINE IN MILLIGAN RELAYS
Saturday afternoon, the local cindermen took to the
Voad and entered the Milligan Relays at Johnson City, Tennessee.
This meet is usually comprised of track teams from
smaller colleges in the vicinity.
The Tigers showed their definite superiority against
the tiny colleges as they took first place easily with a total of 87 points. In doing this, they broke seven old
records.
Slattery set a new mark in the high jump as he cleared
six feet, one and one-eighth inches.
In the 440 yard dash, Woodward recorded a new time
when he scooted the distance in 52.8 seconds.
Hudson racked up a new mark by covering 46 feet,
111-2 inches in the shotput event. Bob, regular end on last
year's football eleven, also covered a new distance with the
discus. He hurled the plate a total of 136 feet, two inches.
The 440 yard relay team, composed of Fabian, Trent,
Calvert and Hudson, came in with a new time in this
event. The four men scooted the yardage in 44.6 seconds.
Newsome replaces Calvert in this same team to make
the 880 yard relay team. These men also burned a new record into the meet's history as they made the ground in one
minute, thirty-four and two-tenths seconds.
The last thing to fall victim to Clemson's record-breakers was Jhe one mile relay. In this event, Lewis, Calvert,
Doar and Woodward performed for the local thinclads. They
made the distance in a record three minutes, thirty-four
seconds.
These runners proved that they could take honors in
some events. Since Clemson found considerable difficulty
fielding a cinder-burning team this year, the win over the
pem colleges will no doubt be a boost to the morale and inspiration of the team.

Beginning the week with an
8-0 league mark, the Tigers led
both divisions of the Conference.
This afternoon the Bengals were
scheduled to meet Duke's Blue
Devils.

Coach Jake Coombs has taken
a mediocre team, inserted several
sophomores irito the lineup, and
made a top-flight contender out
of the Blue Devils.
Duke's six conference wins include two decisions over last
year's champions, Wake Forest.
The Methodists have lost one
game, to N. C. State.
Tomorrow
afternoon,
North
Carolina will play host to the
Tigers at Chapel Hill. From here,
the South Carolina squad travels
to Raleigh to meet $orth Carolina
State. Both of these schools, although not among the top four in
standing, are fielding strong nines.
and provide a real threat to the
Tigers' first place position.
The lineup for the Coxmen will
likely remain the same as long
as they keep up their winning
ways. Ruby Crouch, second in
hitting this week, will hold down
the initial sack. Gene Aughtry,
smooth-fielding, consistant-hitting
second baseman, and Ken Culberson, long ball-hitting shortstop,
form the Tiger's keystone combination. Ray McKay, although in
a slight batting slump, will be
back at his third base position.
In the outfield, "Knobby"
Knoebel will hold down the left
fieid post. Ray Mathews will
be in center, and either Billy
Hair or Billy Morrow will open
in right.
Pitching chores for the threegame invasion will depend largely
upon how well the hurlers fare in
their first game with Duke.
"Hootie" Kea will probably start
against the Blue Devils. If everything goes alright, Bill Ford is
slated to open against North Carolina Friday, with "Nig" Griffith
starting the remaining game with
N. C. State. Roger Baker, J. C.
Hicks, and Bob Hughes will be
ready for bullpen activity.
The Tigers return home Sunday
and face Furman here at Clemson
Monday afternoon. The game will
mark Clemson's fourth • in five^
days.
Not Necessarily
"One wife too many!" explained
Mrs. Nagger as she glanced at the
headlines. "I suppose this story is
about some bigamist."
"Not necessarily, my dear," her
husband replied. "Not necessarily."
.♦A

Clemson's, rapidly improving
track team broke seven Milligan
Relay records as they swept the
meet from six other schools last
Saturday afternoon in Johnson
City, Term.
The Tigers gathered 87 points
I to outdistance their weaker opI ponents and win the meet easily.

i East Tennessee State sewed up'
| the runner-up position by gainin 54 counters.. Others entered
and their points were Maryville
College, 22; William Jennings
Bryan University, 18; Roanoke,
12; Lee-McRae, 10; David Lipsconib College, 6.
Bob Hudson, the Bengals' one

man team, was the main factor in
the victory as he won the 100
dash, set a record in the shot and
discus events, and was a member
of the record setting 440 and 880
relay teams.
Other records were set by Jack
Slattery in the high jump as he
leaped 6' 1 1-8"; by "Woodward
who ran the 440 in the record
time of 52.8 seconds? and by the
| mile relay composer) of Lewis,
Doar, Calvert, and Woodward
Who finished in a record time of
3 minutes and 34 seconds.
Coach Rock Norman was pleased with the appearance of his
men and said that he planned to
use several of his tracksters in
more than one event, now that
they are in shape.
Results of the Milligan meet:
100—Hudson (C), Carter (S),
Musselman
(S), Calvert
(C),
Time 10.1.
120—H. H. Lloyd (S),.Richardson (C), Slattery (C), Blevens
(S). Time 15.9.
440—Woodward
(C), Somms
(S), Mengus (M), McCullough
(R).
Trme 52.8.
(New meet

Something Special".
MAKE YOUR SELECTION EARLY
Cameo, Pearls, Rhinestone Necklace—or maybe a sterling
—TIGER Staff Photo by Johnnie Nowell

Shown above is Ray Mathews, speedy center fielder, as he lifts a high fly to left field in
fourth inning of the second game with the Citadel. The Tigers copped this tilt 12-3.

Compote, Salt and Peppers, Bud Vase

the

or Candlesticks.

Netmen Drop First Match To Carolina
R. H. SNODDY. OWNER

Clemson's previously unbeaten
tennis team dropped their first
match of the year, 5-4, last Saturday in
Columbia to
South
Carolina. The Tigers bounced
back Monday to trip Erskine's
netmen, 6-3.
The results of the match with
the Gamecocks was not available, but the Tiger loss came
as a result of their dropping of
three of the doubles. In the
singles Glenn Smith, Bill Asnip, Bud Coleman, and Louie
Seaborn were able to win their
engagements.
Results of the Erskine match:
Singles: Draper (C)
defeated
Bleckley, 6-0, 6-2, Smith (C) defeated Roddey 6-2, 6-4. Chambers (E) defeated Coleman 6-2,
6-2. Ellis (E) defeated Merritt
8-6, 2-6, 6-4. Asnip (C) defeated
Woods 3-6, 6-1, 6-3. Calhoun (E)
defeated Seaborn 6-2, 3-6, 6-3.
Doubles: Smith
and
Merritt
(C)
defeated
Mleckley and
Chambers 6-2, 3-*, 6-3. Draper
and Asnip (C) defeated Roddey
and Ellis "6-2, 6-2. Coleman and
Stokes (C) defeated Wooods and
Calhoun 4-6, 6-0, 6-3.

now at
ha!
price'

When In Anderson Stop at

DO-NUT DINETTE
N. Main St.

Owned and Operated by Larry Stanley
Former Clemson Man
DO-NUTS

DIAMONDS
WATCH ES

SANDWICHES

BEER ON CURB
Open Until 2 A. M.

FraUrniV.es, ff.^fstrike.

^IP^SSSS^^
LUOCIES TASTE BETTER
oau/'Triat
*■ St Laurent
Geor^ E.St.
THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE !
Boston College
Fine tobacco—and only fine tobacco-can give you the
perfect mildness and rich taste that make a cigarette completely enjoyable. And Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.
So if you're not happy with your present brand (and a
38-city survey shows that millions are not), switch to
Luckies. You'll find that Luckies taste better than any
other cigarette. Be Happy—Go Lucky today!

EAM DEODORANT

TUSSY
''EAM DEODORANT

j..iiS delightful deodorant keeps you dainty and sweet

Seafood
Chicken

at once! Banishes perspiration odor, checks perspiration moisture. Gives longer lasting protection, is extra
gentle to skin and clothing. Deliciously fragrant—stays
creamy-smooth down to the bottom of the jar. Get jars
and jars of Tussy Cream Deodorant at half-price—now!

Short Orders
KLUTTZ STEAK HOUSE

L.C. Martin Drug Co.

DIAL 815!

9p/ent6cn cso^ tfetvelekb

TUSSY

'

record).
One
Mile—May cumber
(B
Brock (C). Time 4:38.5.
Pole Vault—DeCosta (R), Dar
iel (D), Lloyd (S), Gaulden (C
Height 12 ft.
High Jump—Slattery (C), Hai
mon (L-M), Gaskins (C), Masse
_(D). Height\6 ft. 1 1-8 inches.
(New meet record).
Broad Jump—Mussleman (S
Fabian (C), Lloyd (S), Masse
(D). Distance 21 ft., 2 inches.
Javelin—Puckct (S), Freuden
berger (C), Bryant (S), Masse,
(D). Distance 173 ft., 9 in.
Shot Put—Hudson (C), Gaskir
(C), Morrison (S), Bryant (S
Distance 46 ft., 111-2 in.
(New meet record).
■ Discus—Hudson (C), Gfaha:
(C), Evans (S), Mann (B). Di:
tance 136 ft., 2 in.. (New me<
record).
440 Relay—Cle'mson — Fabia:
Trent, Calvert, Hudson.
Tim
44.6 sec. (New meet record).
' 880 Relay—Clemson — Fabia;
Trent. Newsome, Hudson. Tim
1:34.2. (New meet record).
(Continued on Page 6)

"Something from the Jeweler is

Try Our
Steaks

—__

MOTHER'S DAY GIFTS

J&*. A1!*, ^fc JJ&*. ASA. j^fc j^fc J&L A Vf^ j^fr ATfc j^U A^jk A*k A^A A^ifc A*A. A*k A*k *TA A*A A^A A^i

grammar school there, and graduated from Spartanburg high in
1947. During his high school days
he played three years of baseball
as a centerfielder, two years of
basketball as a guard, and one
year of football as a back.
During the summer Billy found
time to play American Legion
ball, also as a centerfielder.
This darkhaired, 1*6 pounder like* to go to the picture
shows better than almost anything. When it comet to eats,
Steaks (with a cspital "S") ire
first on his menu any day.
When Billy, who is majoring in
TM, graduates, he plans to play
pro ball sometime if Uncle
Sam
says that it's all right. If Billy
doesn't have to join up with the
armed service, somebody is going
to have a big job repairing fences
just after Bill has finished playing
in a game.

, .

?

Bengal Tracksiers Hun Away With Milligan Relay

Duke, who opened the week
in second place behind the
Tigers, could afford Clemson
their toughest competition of
the season.

Billy Morrow Hits Hard
In Role Of Rightfieldor
One of the biggest head worries of Goach Walter Cox. in building his 1951 diamond contingent
was finding a right fielder capable of rilling the shoes of hard
hitting Doug Angley.
But after the smoke had set1
tied from Saturday's game with
The Citadel, Coach Cox could sit
back and feel a little more satisfied that he had found a hard hitting rigbtfielder. He had j»st
seen little Billy Morrow bias* a
grand slam home run and a single to lead the Tigers to a 12-3
conquest of the Bulldogs.
'
The Friday contest coupled
with the one Saturday raised
Billy's batting
average more
than any one's on the team, a
remarkable increase
of 70
points as he banged out four
hits in eight trips to the plate.
Billy was born in Spartanburg
May 27, 1930, went through the

,

US./M FT- U/cty Strike Means Fine Tobacco

WATCHES
REPAIRED

i
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(Continued from Page 4)

and went to second as the leftfielder errored the ball; Knoebel
advancing to third.
Hendley drove both runs in
by pushing a long single into
center field that got away from
the Bulldog fly-chaser. Morrow
and McKay flew out to end the
threat; "Hickey" dying on the
hot corner.
Those two runs ended the scoring until the bottom of the eighth
when the Clemsonians shelled
Bedenbaugh from the mound, getting three runs in the process.
These three runs proved to be the
margin of victory.
The top of the batting order
came to plate. Crouch, the leadoff man, singled; going to second
on a passed ball. The next batter,
Aughtry, lashed one of BedenriGER Staff Photo by I
baugh's curves for a double, scorThis is the main dining room of the Mayfair Grill in Anderson. This is supplemented by the
ing Crouch from second. A few
Blue Room, the private dining room upstairs. Each can seat 120 persons
pitches later, he scampered to
third as the ball got away from
the catcher.
Knoebel walked and stole
second. This set the stage for
Ken, the little man with the big
stick, Culberson to add to his
SRBI average. The Bengal
shortstop tagged a waist-high
The Mayfair Grill in Anderson
pitch for a double, driving in
is the favorite restaurant of many
two runs.
Clemson students. The Mayfair
Mathews watched four balls
is operated by Mr. G. B.' Kongo by and traipsed to first.
duros.
Bedenbaugh left the game, and
Steaks, seafoods, and regular
Brooks took over the mound
dinners are the specialties of the
duties with one away. Hendley
Mayfair, which is open daily from
and Morrow flew out to the left6 a.m. to 12 p.m.
fielder to retire the side.
Many Clemson organizations
The never-say-die Charlestonhave banquets in the Blue Room
ians made a strong bid to get back
of the Mayfair. The Blue Room
in the ball game; however, it fell
has a seating capacity of 120 peoone run short.
ple and is used foj private parBrockman( drew a base on balls.
ties and banquets.
Kenedy flew out to Knoebel. FaThe main dining room also has
bian, the clean up man in the Cita capacity of 120.
adel household, lived up to his
Mr. Konduros states that he has
reputation as he sailed Griffith's
"good business" from Clemson.
pitch over the fence to narrow
The Clemson football team has
Clemson's lead to one run.
eaten at the Mayfair on many ocGriffith also lived up to his excasions, such as the return trip
pectations as he settled down. The
from the Clemson-Carolina game
next swinger popped out to
each year.
Crouch.
Mr. Konduros came to AnderWith two away, Carter came in
son from Annapolis, Md., In 1909.
to pinch-hit for Toomey, the
He entered the restaurant busifirst baseman. "Nig" looked him
ness in 1914. In 1927 he began
over and threw two swings-andoperating the Sanitary Cafe.
misses. -The next pitch was
The Mayfair was organized in
wasted on the outside. Toomey
1936 and was completely remodsaw a called third strike "plunk"
eled in 1946.
into Hendley's large mitt with
Mr. and Mrs. Konduros have
finis to the ball game written all
four children, three sons and a
over it.
daughter. Two of the sons are
Probably the two greatest
TIGER Staff Photo by Henry Chaplin;
graduates of Clemson. Katherdisappointments to the Clemson
ine, the daughter, serves as cashsupporters were foul balls. CulThe Mayfair Grill in Anderson as it appears from the street.
ier at the Mayfair.

Clemson Cuisine No. 5 In A Series—

Mayfair Popular
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berson just missed a homer over BENGAL TRACKSTERS
3:34. (New meet record).
Distance Medley—W. J. Bryan"
the left field fence. The ball
(Continued from Page 5)
Sprint Medley — Clemson — | U., Maryville, State, Clemson—
curved foul by not more than
Mile Relay—Clemson — Lewis, Woodward, Trent, Radcliff, Lew-I Doar, Cason, Brock, Saunders.
four feet.
Doar,'.Calvert, Woodward. Time is. .Time 3:51.
Time 9:47.
"Nig" Griffith had his heartbreaking clout sail over the left
field fence in foul territory.
The Tigers face their stiffest
competition this week as they
play four games in four days; all
away from home.
Wednesday, the locals visit Furman at Greenville. Thursday,
The telephone forms an important link
they tackle second-place Duke at
Durham. Friday afternoon they
In our program of defense.
jump over to Chapel Hill and a
go with North Carolina UniverIt speeds the urgent, vital call*
sity. Finally, they go to Raleigh,
Of government, industry,
N. C, to meet N. C. State's Wolfpack nine Saturday evening.
The armed forces and civil defense.
All ^hese teams have strong
clubs.
This will be the great
And the link it forms is strong.
test of the Tiger's .prowess in baseball circles for this year.
Since the end of -World War II,
Box score:
Over thirteen million new telephones
Citadel
ab
r
h
e
Caddel'l, ss
5
1
1
1
Have been added to the Bell System.
Biockman, lb _
3
1
0
1
Kennedy, cf
4
1
1
1
Billions of dollars have been spent
Fabian, If • _
5
1
3
1
Chapman, rf
4
0
2
0
For new equipment of all kinds.
Tyler, lb
2
0
0
0
The quality and scope of service
Twomey, lb __ _• 2
0
0
0
a-Carter ....
10
0
0
Have constantly improved.
/
Long, 2b ....
2
2
0
0
Morrell, c ....
4
0
10
It's a good thing
Bedenbaugh, p
4
0
10
The telephone has grown —
Brooks, p
0
0
0
0

The link is strong

It is now better equipped

Totals
36
6
9
4
a-Struck out for Twomey in 9th.
Clemson
ab
r
h
e
Crouch, lb _ _... 4
12
0
Aughtry, 2b ....
4
2
2
0
Knoebel, If .... .... 2
2
0
0
Culberson, ss ....
5
13
2
Mathews, cf
4
0
0
0
Hendley, c .... _... 5
0
2
0
Morrow, rf .... .... 5
12
0
McKay, 3b
3
0
0
0
Griffith, p _■_ .... 2
0
0
0

•

For the big job of defense.

J_ 34 .7 11 x2
110 110 002—6
100 120 03x—7

Totals
Citadel ._'_._-=.
Clemson

Furman Freshmen
Hand Cubs First
Defeat, 13 To 12
Clemson's freshman baseball
squad dropped their first game of
the season yesterday wherl Furman's baby Hornets edged the
Cubs 13-12 at Clemson.
Henry Harrison, who relieved
Steymeyer in the top of the ninth,
was charged with the loss. West
got credit for the win although he
needed help in the final frame.

SAM'S LUNCHEONETTE,
Complete Fountain Service
116 Main Street

BELL TELuuuslE SVSTEtll

Anderson, S. C.

LIKE THOUSANDS OF AMERICA'S STUDENTSMAKE THIS MILDNESS TEST YOURSELF AND GET

WHAT EVERY
SMOKER WANTS

—TIGER Staff Photo bv Johjinie Novell

Ray McKay is pictured above as he lifts a fly to third base in last Friday's 7-6 Clemson win
over The Citadel.

ALSO COMPLETE RENTAL SERVICE ON
THESE GARMENTS
LONGS
REGS.
SHORTS

"Eg?*

|j| CutThis Ad For Future Reference and Make
Your Reservations Several Days
Before Time Wanted
Rent: $5.50 (Coat, Trousers and Tie)

MtONlTE BlUi DRESS
TROBSER5i$]2?l>,:

S

fjuSJto UNPLEASANT AFTER-TASTE

NAME
ADDRESS
Coat Size ...
Waist

.Pant size
.Length

When wanted
1£eTraostI'Comfortabteidmnerj
jadot^radeSWhfte^or,
jjasfelfcolorsj

$29.50

Murchison's Inc

OVER 1500 PROMINENT TOBACCO GROWERS

A WELL.KNOWN

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH

SAY: "When I apply the standard tobacco growers'

ORGANIZATION ftEPORTS: "Chesterfield is the

test to cigarettes 1 find Chesterfield is the one that

only cigarette in which members of our taste panel

smells milder and smokes milder/'

found no unpleasant after-taste."

"Best Name in Men's Wear"

Home of Hdrt-Schaffner & Marx Clothes
ANDERSON, S. C.

Copyright 1951,

LIGGETT

&

MYERS TOBACCO CO

